Technique for Keyword Search using Minimum Distance
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ABSTRACT: In documents the Keyword search is the most useful information discovery method. Now a day’s databases having a large amount of data. Efficient processing of top-k queries is an important requirement in the plain text which coexists with unstructured data, structured data. This paper describes the keyword search with single keyword search and two keywords search with the finding of minimum distance using Levenshtein distance. This paper includes relational database, top-k querying using the ranking method and structural relationship using indexing for keyword search. Recently, for improving the keyword search and index size used for structural relationship it is done by joining the multiple relevant Tuple units. In literature survey various different existing techniques are studied. This survey also describes the Ranking method. Ranking queries are effective in many rising applications for finding top-k answers. The research methodology used to resolve is top-k query processing. In proposed system Lucene search library is used. Lucene is simple yet powerful java based search library. There are mainly two kinds of XML programming interfaces, SAX (Simple API for XML) and DOM (Document Object Model). The main focus is on SAX parser. In proposed work computing the Levenshtein distance is established on the consideration that if we reserve a matrix to hold the Levenshtein distance between all prefixes of the main string and all prefixes of the second, then in a dynamic programming we can figure the qualities in the grid and in this manner processing the separation between the two full strings as the last esteem registered. We have implemented our method using the database systems and java programming language and the experimental results show that our approach achieves high result quality. It is used in order to improve the response time efficiency, accuracy and simplicity of the design process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the mechanism that attempts to discover patterns in large volume of data sets. The methods used by the Data mining are at the junction of machine learning, statistics, an artificial intelligence and database systems. From a data set extracting the information and transform it into an understandable structure for further use is the main aim of the data mining process. Emerging applications that rely upon ranking queries warrant efficient support of ranking in database management systems. Recently, the integration of database and information retrieval (IR) technologies has been an active research topic. [1]

Querying structured data over Relational databases is a repository for a significant amount of data (e.g. enterprise data) and RDBMS managing an abstract view of underlying data. And the Structured Query Language (SQL) is precise and complete which is difficult for the casual users. The relational databases are regularly searched using structured query languages. The internet user wants to get the correct answers quickly and efficiently. The clients are not pleasing to peruse through the complete answer set. Watchword hunt is a broadly acknowledged component for questioning in printed archive frameworks and World Wide Web. Introducing keyword search capability into relational databases XML databases, graph databases and heterogeneous data sources the database research community has recently recognized the benefits of keyword search.[1][2][3][4]

Keyword search by structured and semi-structured data requires collecting together the data from different locations.
which are interconnected and collectively relevant to query. Keyword searching over relational databases obtains the answers of tuples in the databases that are through Primary/Foreign key and contain query keywords. Ongoing studies can be generally divided into three kinds of terminologies: candidate-network-based methods [5], Steiner-tree-based algorithms [7] and tuple unit-based approaches [2][3]. The XML has a tree structure in which result is a sub tree established at the most minimal regular predecessor of an arrangement of hubs and all things considered matches query keywords [4][14].

Tuples units are effective to answer keyword queries as they catch structures and can represent a significant, relevant and integral information unit [1][3].

1. The Tuples associated through essential/outside keys connections that can be distinguished and listed, and in this way we can effectively answer keywords inquiries by utilizing such ordered auxiliary data.

2. The quantity of tuple units won’t be huge, which is not bigger than that of the aggregate tuples in the basic database. In the event that every estimation of the essential key is eluded by the remote key, the quantity of tuple units is the same as the quantity of tuples in the tables with outside keys. By and by, the quantity of tuple units is much littler than the aggregate number of tuples in the basic database as tentatively demonstrated [3].

3. We can utilize database abilities to produce and emerge the tuple units by making a perspective on top of the fundamental social tables. We require no extra records to keep up tuple units [1].

Java gives a broad arrangement of set of tools for manipulating character-based information, including byte-to-character conversion or transformation, input and output streams including sockets and compression, memory-mapping files and records, and high-level methods for manipulating sequences of characters like buffers and regular expressions. It likewise cover the utilization of the Apache Lucene search library [8][9].

II. RELATED WORK

2.1 What is Keyword Search?

The term Keyword Search is that a user presents or submits a query using a finite set of keyword to discover the information that fulfills his/her information needs [1]. The advantages of the keyword search on databases are: It is easy to use and permit the interesting or unexpected discoveries to access the data in web and scientific applications. That is relevant data are spread but are rightly relevant to query should be automatically gather in the result. Keyword search over structured and semi-structured data required to assemble together data from different places which are interconnected and collectively related to query. [1][3]

2.2 Information Retrieval

The user’s objective is focused on finding documents, record sub-elements, summaries, or surrogates that are related to a query this comes within the context of information retrieval (IR). This may be an iterative method, with human response or feedback, but it is normally limited to a single session. Conventional IR tasks include finding documents with terms that match terms presented by the keyword/document searcher, or finding relevant data or resources related to a query. Typically, within each IR task, the keyword/document searcher indicates the queries systematically, inspects or examines results, and chooses distinct documents to view. As a result of examining search results and viewing documents, searchers gathers information to help and to satisfy their actual information-seeking issue and eventually the higher-level information need. [8]

2.3 Top-k Query

The meaning of concept query is a finite set of keywords. For clear meaning of top-k query define as- Given a database D of p objects, each of which is to define the character by n attributes, a scoring function f, in concurrence with to which we rank the object of the database D. Then a top-k query Q retrieve the k objects with the highest rank in f efficiently. Rather than all of the answers, a top-k query returns the subset of most relevant answers. [1][3]
2.4 Tuple Units

Given a database with m connected tables, the tuples (records) that can be coordinated together through the primary/foreign keys must be exceptionally relevant with each other. Tuple units are proficient to answer keyword queries and can represent meaningful and integral information units. The database is modelled as a directed graph.

Tuple units

- Foreign-key, Primary-key link → edge.

Result is a rooted directed tree including at least one node having each query keyword. A tuple unit is an arrangement of set of highly relevant tuples which contain query keywords. We can use indexed tuple units to efficiently answer a keyword query.[3][4]

2.5 Steiner-tree-based search

A relational database can be demonstrated as a database graph \( G = (V, E) \) such that there is a coordinated mapping between a tuple in the database and a node in \( V \). \( G \) expected to be as a directed graph with two a edge: a forward edge \( (u, v) \in E \) if and only if there is a foreign key from \( u \) to \( v \), and a back edge \( (v, u) \) if and only if \( (u, v) \) is a forward edge in \( E \). An edge \( (u, v) \) proposes a close relationship between tuples \( u \) and \( v \). [1][3][12][13]

Most of existing strategies of keyword search over relational databases discover the Steiner trees made out of related tuples during process of answers. The Steiner trees are recognized by discovering the rich structural relationships amongst tuples, and avoid the fact that such structural relationships can be pre-processed and indexed. Tuple units that are made out of most relevant tuples are proposed to address this issue. Tuple units can be computed and indexed. [5][12][13]

2.6 XML Search

An adaptable approach to build information formats and electronically share structured organized information by means of people in general Internet, and also through corporate systems is a XML standard. A9hierarchical format for data exchange and representation is the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). An XML document comprises of nested XML elements beginning with the root element. Every element can have attributes and values, in extra to nested sub-elements. In the form of XML documents it is becoming more popular to publish data on the Web. Present search engines, which are a essential tool for discovering HTML documents, have two main downsides when it meet expectations to searching for XML documents. In the first place, it is unrealistic to pose queries that definitely cite to meta-data (i.e., XML tags). Hence, it is difficult, to specify systematically a search query that combine semantic knowledge in a clear and accurate way. The web search tools return references (i.e., links) to documents and not to particular fragments that is the second drawback. This is risky, since substantial XML documents (e.g., the XML DBLP) may contain Permission to duplicate without charge all or portion of this material is granted provided that the duplicates are not made or dispersed for direct commercial advantage [2] [11] For instance, a creator is identified with titles of papers she composed, yet not to titles of different papers. Really, if a web searcher essentially coordinates the hunt terms against the archives, it might return records that don't answer the client's question. This happens when unmistakable hunt terms are coordinated to disconnected parts of a XML archive, as showed in the following case. [25]

The essential approaches to parse XML are DOM and SAX parsers:

- A DOM parser is a Document Object Model. For XML information it delivers an in-memory tree representation. This is pleasant for little or medium measured XML records, however it is not commonsense for a more noteworthy than 400M report.

- A SAX parser is a Simple API for XML. It underpins a lower level get back to interface. The strategies 'startElement', 'endElement' and 'characters' are called if an open label, end tag, or any characters between the labels are perceived.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

For example, we model the graph in Fig. 1 as a BAM where the characters denote the keywords contained in the corresponding unit. Take this graph as a running example throughout the report. In this matrix, the cell for tuple unit $u_2$ and tuple unit $u_3$ is 1 as there is an edge between the two tuple units given in graph. Different from BAM, the value at the $i^{th}$ row and $j^{th}$ column of MDM is the minimal distance of two tuple units $u_i$ and $u_j$. In order to preserve the paths between two nodes with minimal distance, we introduce another matrix, minimal path matrix. The entry of $<u_i, u_j>$ in MPM preserves the path accompanying minimal distance between $u_i$ and $u_j$. For example, we construct MDM and MPM of the graph. In MDM, the value entry $<u_4, u_1>$ is 2. This means that the minimal distance from $u_4$ to $u_1$ is 2. In MPM, the value entry $<u_4, u_1>$ is $u_2$. That is the minimal path from $u_4$ to $u_1$ is $u_4$-$u_2$-$u_1$.

3.1 Term Frequency

This Term Frequency modeled every tuple unit as a document and takes the terms in the tuple units as keywords

- $u$: Set of tuple units
- $p$: distinct tuple units
- $q$: Keywords in $u$.
- $k_i$: Keyword in tuple unit $u$.

$t(f(k_i, u))$ as the term frequency of $k_i$ in $u$, which is the number of occurrence of $k_i$ in $u$. The term frequency is calculated for each and every tuple units which contained the four keywords that is a,b,c,d.

3.2 Inverse Document Frequency

We denote $idf(k_i)$ as the inverse document frequency of [2];

$idf(k_i) = (p+1)/(O_{ki}+1)$

Where

- $p$: Distinct tuple units
- $O_{ki}$: Number of such tuple units which directly contain $k_i$.

3.3 Normalized Term Length

We denote $(u)$ as the normalized term length of $u$ and $p$ is distinct tuple units calculated out, where,

$ntl(u) = |u|/(1/p) \ast \sum |u'|$

Where, $|u'|$: Denotes the number of terms in $u$. 

Fig. 1. Graph Example
3.4 Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein separation between two strings is the base number of operations expected to change one string into the other, where an operation might be insertion, cancellation or substitution of one character.

Levenshtein separation (LD) is a measure of the likeness between two strings, which we will allude to as the source string (c) and the objective string (o). The separation is the quantity of cancellations, insertions, or substitutions required to change c into o [7][10]. For instance,

- If c is "test" and o is "test", then LD(c, o) = 0, in light of the fact that no changes are required. The strings are now indistinguishable.
- If c is "test" and o is "tent", then LD(c, o) = 1, since one substitution is adequate to change c into o.

The more noteworthy the Levenshtein separation, the more diverse the strings are. The Levenshtein Distance, likewise regularly alluded to as the alter separation is defined as the insignificant number of progress operations, that are expected to change a String c into a String o. The reasonable change operations are

- insertion of a character,
- deletion of a character and
- replacement of a character.

Case in point, we may change the String "period" into "pearls" utilizing 1 character insertion, 2 character substitutions and 1 character erasure, consequently bringing about a Levenshtein separation of 4 [35]. The idea of the Levenshtein separation is genuinely straightforward and has as of now been clarified. In any case, there are a couple fascinating qualities of the Levenshtein separation that ought to be called attention to.

1. Lower Bound
We should see that there is a lower headed for the Levenshtein separation.

2. Upper Bound
Likewise, there is additionally an upper headed for the Levenshtein separation between two strings c and o [7][23].

3.5 Lucene
Lucene is a full-message seek library in Java which makes it simple to add look usefulness to an application or site. It does as such by adding substance to a full-message list. It then permits you to perform inquiries on this record, returning results positioned by either the importance to the question or sorted by a subjective field, for example, a report's last changed date. The substance you add to Lucene can be from different sources, similar to a SQL/NoSQL database, a filesystem, or even from sites.

Seeking and Indexing

Lucene can accomplish quick pursuit reactions in light of the fact that, rather than looking the content straightforwardly, it seeks a record. This would be what might as well be called recovering pages in a book identified with a catchphrase via looking the record at the back of a book, rather than seeking the words in every page of the book. This sort of file is called a rearranged file, since it transforms a page-driven information structure to a Keyword driven information structure [17][23].

IV. PSEUDO CODE

Step 1: Initialization
a) Initialize n to be the length of s, set m to be the length of t.
b) Construct a grid containing 0..m lines and 0..n sections.
c) Initialize the principal line to 0..n.
d) Initialize the primary segment to 0..m.
Step 2: Processing
a) Examine s (i from 1 to n).

b) Examine t (j from 1 to m).
c) If s[i] squares with t[j], the expense is 0.
d) If s[i] doesn’t approach t[j], the expense is 1.
e) Set cell d[i,j] of the lattice equivalent to the base of:

i) The cell quickly above in addition to 1: d[i-1,j] + 1.

ii) The cell promptly to one side in addition to 1: d[i,j-1] + 1.

iii) The cell askew above and to one side in addition to the expense: d[i-1,j-1] + cost.

Step 3: Result
Step 2 is rehashed till the d[n,m] quality is found.

Step 4: End

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The "trueness" or the closeness of the diagnostic result to the "genuine" quality. It is constituted by a mix of irregular and methodical blunders (accuracy and predisposition) and can’t be evaluated straightforwardly. Here in this section in fig 2. The proposed keyword search is implemented in Java using the Levenshtein distance approach the top-10 and top-50 and top-100 results are taken and other existing systems result values are taken from the paper existing paper that is studied SAINT-SKSA and SAINT-KPSA and it shows the better keyword search accuracy. Fig 3. Shows better response time than existing systems. It has the top-10, top-50 and top-100 keyword search results are found in time that is in milliseconds. JavaFX is utilized to ascertain reaction time. JavaFX is an arrangement of illustrations and a media bundle that empowers engineers to plan, make, test, troubleshoot, and send rich customer applications that work reliably crosswise over differing stages.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

It describes the multiple terms for efficient searching of keywords by integrating several related tables with tuple units, by using structure aware indexes we also studied the related tuples are connected through the primary-foreign-key relationships by retrieving the Steiner trees or by calculating candidate networks on the fly. Indexer gets the information from archive and construct a reversed file to bolster keywords based looking (like a traditional search engine search keywords in various documents). The experimental results show that, this given approach achieves high search accuracy, Search efficiency and response time of the system. To support keyword based searching, query
processing method and Lucene seek utilizing levenshtein distance has been proposed in this stage it splits the user query into keywords then searches these keywords in inverted index for attribute name.
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